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Abstract—The ECLIPSE project shows how concerns re-
lated to the complex behavior of telecommunication systems
can be separated from concerns related to the IP imple-
mentation of that behavior. Within this context, the behav-
ioral problems of Location and Identification, Switching and
Spontaneous Conferencing, and Mail are addressed. Each
of these features is challenging because it is not clear which
functions should be included within its boundary, because it
encompasses many possible behavioral variations and con-
flicting requirements, because it interacts with many other
features, and because (like all features) it must be extensi-
ble. For each feature, the paper proposes a boundary and
presents an architecture for performing all the functions
within the boundary, with all their behavioral variations.
The paper also shows how the composition of these feature
architectures is extensible and reveals potential feature in-
teractions. Bad feature interactions can be prevented, and
good feature interactions preserved, by minor adjustments
to the feature composition.

Keywords— multimedia telecommunication services, re-
quirements, feature interaction, user interfaces, personal
mobility, conferencing, mail

I. INTRODUCTION

ELECOMMUNICATION services are now migrat-
ing to IP networks. The good news is that designers

can offer customers whatever they might need or want. In
this new context, services are unconstrained by the PSTN
legacy or by inflexible technology.

The bad news is the same. Designers of telecommuni-
cation features in this new, unconstrained context will be
faced with a truly bewildering range of surprisingly dif-
ficult choices. They will find that the work required to
choose and justify the externally observable behavior of a
new feature—in every possible situation—is a large frac-
tion of the total work required to create it.

There are three fundamental reasons why these choices
are so difficult. First, telecommunication services are de-
veloped incrementally, adding features over time (this has
been true of telephony and many other complex applica-
tion domains, and there is no reason why IP telecommuni-
cations should be different). Although decisions should be
made with future extensibility in mind, they must be made
at a time when future requirements cannot be predicted.

Second, many worthy goals conflict. Everyone expects
greatly enhanced functionality, yet enhanced functionality
conflicts with ease of use, because complex functionality
requires a complex user interface. Enhanced functionality
also conflicts with universality of communication, because
some functions require the cooperation of all communi-
cating parties. Such functions can only be used by a cus-
tomer to communicate with other parties whose functions
are similarly enhanced.

Third, even when telecommunication features are con-
ceived as being independent, they necessarily interact,
which means that they modify or influence one another
in determining the system’s overall behavior. To manage
feature interactions well, designers must predict potential
feature interactions, decide which are desirable and which
are undesirable, and engineer feature composition so that
only the desirable interactions occur. Unfortunately, there
is a great deal of experience to prove that people perform
these tasks poorly [15], and that they are in fact intrinsi-
cally difficult [3], [5], [6], [7], [11].

This paper addresses these problems for three important
features. It shows that each of the three features—Location
and Identification, Switching and Spontaneous Conferenc-
ing, and Mail—is an appropriate unit of development, in
the sense that it satisfies a set of closely related require-
ments, best considered together. A software architecture
for each feature shows how the requirements can be satis-
fied straightforwardly. In addition to shortening the path
from requirements to implementation, the architecture al-
leviates each of the three problems presented above.

First, the architecture guarantees extensibility. It is a
specialization or application of the Distributed Feature
Composition architecture for describing telecommunica-
tion services [9], [16], [17], [19]. DFC has been proven
successful at providing feature modularity and feature
compositionality, so that the problems of extending a DFC
system with new features are minimal.

Second, the architecture helps designers make require-
ments trade-offs. The architecture for each feature is
somewhat general-purpose, and accommodates a range of
behavioral variations. Thus designers can experiment with
the details of user interfaces and detailed behaviors for
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each feature, without altering the overall system organi-
zation.

Third, the architecture helps manage feature interaction.
DFC is well-suited to predicting potential feature interac-
tions and to engineering feature composition so that all
of the desirable interactions can occur, while none of the
undesirable ones can. Obviously, the feature architecture
here inherits these capabilities from DFC.

II. BASIC SERVICE AND BASELINE ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 illustrates the basic multimedia service to
which the three features are added. The features are in-
tended to work with all telecommunication devices, from
the large (PCs) to the small (cellphones and pagers). A call
includes one two-way signaling channel and any number
of two-way media channels. For concreteness, this paper
focuses on just two communication media: voice and text.
For simplicity, it ignores gateways to other networks.

one 2−way signaling channel,

system boundary

media channelsdevice with
address d

device with
address e

any number of 2−way

edI I

Fig. 1. Basic service.

The baseline architecture is DFC. The following
overview of DFC provides just enough information to un-
derstand the architecture of the three features.

In Figure 1,
���

and
���

are interface boxes. These mod-
ules translate between the external protocols of the devices
and the internal DFC protocol. An interface box is persis-
tent even if the connection between the device and the net-
work is not, so it is always available to represent the device
to the network.

In DFC the term customer call is used informally, refer-
ring to an attempt by a user to communicate. A customer
call generates and is responded to by a usage, which is a
dynamic assembly of boxes and internal calls. A box is
a concurrent process, and is either an interface box or a
feature box. An internal call is a featureless connection
between two ports on two different boxes. In Figure 1,
there are no features, so the entire usage consists of the
interface boxes and one internal call from

���
to
���

.
All the subsequent figures illustrate usages with feature

boxes in them. In any snapshot of a DFC system, the us-
ages can be defined formally as connected graphs of boxes
and internal calls. Since usages change shape, merge, and

split over time, however, the relationship between a usage
and a customer call, and for that matter the concept of a
customer call, cannot be formally defined.

Each internal call begins with a setup phase in which
the initiating port sends a setup signal to a DFC router,
and the DFC router chooses a box and forwards the signal
to it. The receiving port completes the setup phase with a
signal back to the initiating port. From that time until the
teardown phase, the call exists and has a two-way signal-
ing channel. The media channels of the call, which can be
initiated from either port, are opened and closed explicitly
by signals on the signaling channel.

When a feature box does not need to function, it can
behave transparently. For a box with two ports, both of
which are engaged in calls, transparent behavior is send-
ing any signal received from one port out the other port,
and connecting the media channels in both directions. The
two calls will behave as one, and the presence of the trans-
parent box will not be observable by any other box in the
usage.

Having full control of all the calls it places or receives,
a feature box has the autonomy to carry out its function
without external assistance. It can re-route or disconnect
internal calls, process media streams, and absorb or gener-
ate signals.

Figure 2 shows how a well-known desirable feature in-
teraction (see, e.g., [4]) is accomplished in DFC. The user
of the device d is attempting to call e, creating a usage with
three feature boxes. ��� has placed an internal call routed
to

� �
, which failed because

� �
’s single port is already oc-

cupied with another internal call. As a result, �	� sends the
status signal unavailable upstream. Any upstream feature
box that receives it can treat the unavailable condition and
absorb the signal, or can ignore the unavailable condition
and propagate the signal further upstream. Thus down-
stream unavailable treatments have priority over upstream
ones.

FFdI eF

??

unavailable

321
I

Fig. 2. How unavailable treatments interact.

DFC routing is an algorithm that uses provisioned con-
figuration, subscription, and precedence information to de-
termine the boxes in a usage. The setup signal of each in-
ternal call is sent separately to a DFC router for routing to
another box, which may be a feature box (if more features
need to be applied) or an interface box (if all relevant fea-
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tures have been applied). Necessary information about the
history of the usage is carried in the setup signal, so that
the routing algorithm itself can be stateless.

The default routing situation is as follows. When the
user of a device initiates a customer call, the device inter-
face issues a new call whose setup signal contains source
and target addresses. The source address determines a
source zone, which is a sequence of feature box types sub-
scribed to by the source address. Similarly, the target ad-
dress determines a target zone. The usage unfolds as a lin-
ear chain of boxes and calls, eventually containing a box
of each type in the source zone, followed by a box of each
type in the target zone. When both zones are exhausted,
the next internal call is routed to the target interface box.

Most feature boxes are free; when the router needs a
free box, it simply routes to a new, anonymous instance
of the box type. Some feature boxes, however, are bound;
for each address subscribing to a bound box type, there
is exactly one, persistent, addressable instance of the box
type. Bound boxes allow joins in usages, as an internal
call can be routed to a bound box that is already engaged
in other internal calls. In figures, for example 4 and 5,
bound boxes and interface boxes are drawn with heavier
lines than free boxes.

In the default situation, each feature box makes a con-
tinuation call, which is an outgoing call using exactly the
same setup signal that it received as part of its incoming
call. This is the mechanism that causes default routing to
unfold. In contrast, feature boxes can also affect routing
by making various structured changes to the setup signal
of an incoming call before using it to place an outgoing
call. Each routing variation is used somewhere in this pa-
per, and is explained where used.

Most features are implemented by one type of feature
box. Some features, however, require more than one box
type; addresses subscribe to box types depending on which
role they are playing with respect to the feature. Boxes of
the same feature can communicate through, and maintain
persisent data in, global operational data. Since the fea-
tures in this paper are complex ones, they use more feature
box types than average features.

The DFC architecture is actually a domain-specific
adaptation of the pipes-and-filters architecture [13]. Its
modularity is exactly the same kind as that claimed for
pipes and filters in general.

III. THE ECLIPSE PROJECT

The ECLIPSE project has produced an IP implementa-
tion of DFC [1].

The philosophy of the ECLIPSE project is to sepa-
rate the concerns of behavior and optimization. Feature

behavior and interactions are described and analyzed in
terms of DFC, so that description and analysis can benefit
from DFC’s modularity, abstraction, and formality. Mean-
while, the ECLIPSE implementation incorporates many
optimizations that allow feature boxes to function effi-
ciently in an IP setting. These optimizations are invisible
to feature designers, and apply equally to all features de-
veloped within the DFC framework.

The current version of ECLIPSE is fully distributed, so
that feature boxes can be located anywhere in a network. It
incorporates an optimization that allows media streams to
travel end-to-end rather than following the signaling path,
and another optimization that supports efficient distribu-
tion of all routing data and most operational data. Fu-
ture optimizations will address signaling latency, efficient
maintenance of data consistency, and signaling/media syn-
chronization. Separation of concerns allows us to improve
these optimizations incrementally, without disturbing fea-
ture development or the execution of existing features.

Because of this separation of concerns, it is meaning-
ful to discuss the behavior of a telecommunication system
without constant reference to its implementation. This pa-
per takes advantage of this freedom, deferring the imple-
mentation issues to other venues.

IV. THE FEATURES

A. Location and Identification

A.1 Requirements

It is attractive for a telecommunication system to offer,
in addition to addresses tied to devices, personal addresses
associated uniquely with people. A personal address can
subscribe to feature boxes, own private data, and be the
source or target of calls.

The concept of personal addresses leads directly to two
requirements:
1. When the target of a call is a personal address, it is nec-
essary to find a device where the person is located, and
direct the call to that device [location].
2. When a user is connected to the system through a de-
vice, it is necessary to identify that user, and to ensure
that the user only has access to his own subscribed feature
boxes and personal data [identification].

These two requirements are intimately related and best
addressed together. Briefly, the location requirement de-
mands an answer to the question, “Which device is this
person using?” The identification requirement demands
an answer to the dual question, “Which person is using
this device?”

The relationship between location and identification
can best be explained in terms of shared customer
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data. Location relies primarily on the relation lo-
cated near(person,device). Identification relies primarily
on the relations has access to(person,device), represent-
ing long-term possession or authorization rather than cur-
rent location, and authenticates(password,person).1 Nev-
ertheless, identification can also use located near when
several people have access to a device and it is too in-
convenient to demand a password. Also, a location fea-
ture might bear the responsibility of guaranteeing that the
correct person has been reached, which it can only do by
use of authenticates. Also, a location feature might use
has access to to create a menu from which a user can
choose in updating his location.

The concept of Location and Identification encompasses
the IP-oriented definition of personal mobility [12], in
which a user becomes available to the network through
registration or login. It also encompasses the communi-
cation style of traditional (wireline) telephony, in which
some devices are connected to the network at all times.
A good feature is actually much harder to design in the
telephony context, because users do not expect to have to
register before they can communicate, and because some
devices are shared simultaneously by multiple people.

A.2 Core Functions and Software Architecture

DFC has mobile addresses, addresses not permanently
associated with any device. DFC mobile addresses can be
used (among other things) as personal addresses.

Loc is a free box type of this feature, subscribed to in the
target zone by each personal address p (Figure 3). Upon
receiving an incoming call, Loc uses the operational data
to perform the core location function of determining the
device d where p is presumably located, and placing a con-
tinuation call with target = d.

When a feature box in the target zone changes the tar-
get in a continuation call, routing is automatically affected.
The DFC router discards the remainder of the old target
zone (feature box types that have not yet been routed to)
and begins routing to the target zone of the new target.

Once a user has been reached through device d, Loc be-
haves transparently. By doing this, it performs the core
function of giving the user access to the feature boxes sub-
scribed to by p, and through them to the private data of p
(only feature boxes routed to on behalf of p can access p’s
slice of the feature operational data).

Note that Loc must be the last feature box in the target
zone of p, so that all personal feature boxes are guarded by
it, and none are skipped when the usage is retargeted to d.
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and other means of bio-identification.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the Location and Identification feature.

Ident is a free box type of this feature, subscribed to in
the source zone by each participating device d (Figure 3).
Upon receiving an incoming call, Ident uses the opera-
tional data to perform the core identification function of
determining which personal address the user owns, if any.
If there is a relevant personal address p, it places a contin-
uation call with source = p. Just as in the target zone, this
will cause the router to throw away the rest of the current
source zone, and to route the continuation call to the first
feature box of the source zone of p, giving the user access
to the feature boxes and data of p. If there is no relevant
personal address, the box places a continuation call with
no changes, thus continuing with the source-zone feature
boxes of d.

A participating device is intended for use by people
with personal addresses, and thus subscribes to Ident. But
the owner of a personal address might be using a public
device with no such subscription, such as e in Figure 3. In
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such a case the only way to invoke Ident is to dial a special
address x that subscribes to Ident in the target zone. In this
context, if identification succeeds Ident collects a real tar-
get address from the caller and places a new outgoing call,
so that routing to the source zone can begin again.

The relation located near is highly dynamic. New loca-
tion information can be entered manually through Loc or
Ident, once the feature box has identified its user.2

A.3 Behavioral Variations

A wide variety of identification policies can be built into
different versions of this feature. At one end of the spec-
trum, located near and has access to might be unambigu-
ous enough, and trusted enough, to identify the user in all
cases. For example, if there is a device such as a cellphone
to which only one person has access, the feature might as-
sume that any user of the cellphone is that person. At the
other end of the spectrum, every new use of a device re-
quires a password. Note that if Loc demands a password,
it does so after a user has answered the call to the device
interface, but before allowing the user to exchange signals
with the personal feature boxes of p.

Between the two extremes lies the murky territory of
devices shared among several people. For these devices, it
might take quite a bit of experimentation to find a policy
that balances security and convenience satisfactorily.

Another range of variation concerns the failure behavior
of Loc. First, is it a failure if no user answers the outgoing
call, if the user cannot authenticate himself, or only if Loc
has no current location for p? Second, does Loc attempt
to handle a failure itself (perhaps by placing an outgoing
call to a different address), or does it send an unavailable
signal upstream to be treated by another feature?

There is also a range of variation in the user interface
of this feature. How is located near modified? How is
its current value displayed? Do Loc or Ident inform the
user when they have identified him as owning a particular
personal address?

Finally, if a user connected to a Loc or Ident box through
device � uses the box to change his current location from
� to � , the box can offer to transfer the ongoing customer
call from � to � . For example, � might be a home PC and
� a cellphone. If the user is talking through � and needs to
leave home, he can transfer his location and the conversa-
tion to � , pick up the cellphone, and walk out the door with
it. This function is discussed further in Section V-B.


It also makes perfect sense to collect location information automat-

ically. However, the design decisions entailed therein are so different
that it is a different feature entirely.

B. Switching and Spontaneous Conferencing

B.1 Requirements

A person can only deal with one voice channel at a time.
Even passive listening to two voice channels simultane-
ously is unlikely to be comfortable or effective.

The concept of a single voice channel leads directly to
two requirements:
1. If a user has several customer calls in progress, it is
necessary to switch the user’s single voice channel among
the various calls [switching].
2. A user with several customer calls in progress should
be able to conference together the voice channels of some
or all of those calls [conferencing].3

These two requirements are intimately related and best
addressed together. The reason is completeness, which
means in this case that at any time, a user should be able
to group his calls into conferences in any way that he
chooses, and to be speaking with whichever conference
(counting an unconferenced call as a singleton conference)
that he chooses.

If switching and conferencing are separated, then com-
pleteness becomes extremely difficult to achieve. To see
why, consider Figure 4, which shows a configuration
achievable through traditional PSTN features. Subscriber
� has used 3-Way Calling to make a conference with �
and � , and has used another instance of 3-Way Calling to
make a conference with � and � . The subscriber’s Call
Waiting feature enables him to switch between talking to
these two conferences. However, there is no way that he
can form an f/g conference. The historical grouping of
customer calls into conferences is embedded in the config-
uration, and cannot be altered without tearing calls down
and setting them up again.

h

g

e

f
Id d

3WC

3WC

d

d

CW

Fig. 4. A completeness problem.

B.2 Core Functions and Software Architecture

This feature is implemented by the bound box type SSC,
as shown in Figure 5. The instance of SSC has one internal
�
This function is referred to as spontaneous conferencing because it

operates locally on existing customer calls. Pre-arranged conferences
are much more elaborate, requiring configuration functions, participa-
tion management, floor control, and security [10].
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call on its left, connecting SSC to its associated device.
This internal call has one voice channel, which is managed
by SSC.

On its right SSC has many internal calls, each corre-
sponding, from the perspective of device d, to a customer
call. The design of SSC gives each of the internal calls
on its right a special, formal significance here designated a
switched call, because it is a call relative to, and preserved
by, SSC.

d
I

target = d

source = dtarget = d d
SSC

distinguishes switched calls
augmented signaling

source or

target = d

source = d

Fig. 5. Architecture of the Switching and Spontaneous Confer-
encing feature.

Except for its switching and conferencing functions, the
behavior of SSC with respect to switched calls is intended
to be transparent. However, in this case the effect of trans-
parency takes some work to achieve:
1. Each switched call has a locally unique identifier used
by SSC and I. If the switched call is an outgoing call from
the device, I assigns its identifier. If the switched call is an
incoming call to the device, SSC assigns its identifier.
2. Except for signals specifically related to switching and
conferencing functions, all signals of all switched calls
pass transparently through SSC. Between I and SSC sig-
nals are labeled with their switched-call identifiers, so both
boxes can distinguish which switched call a signal belongs
to.
3. From the perspective of I and SSC, there is a big differ-
ence between a switched call that appears when the boxes
are idle, and a switched call that appears when the boxes
are busy; the former results in setting up a chain of boxes
and internal calls between I and SSC, while the latter pig-
gybacks signaling and media on the existing chain. Nev-
ertheless, the user interface provided by I makes both look
the same to the user.

Note that the architecture of this feature requires sub-
stantial cooperation from the interface box.

Device address d subscribes to SSC in both the source
and target zones. SSC is a bound box type. Therefore each
switched call to or from � is routed through the unique box
SSC

�
. In Figure 5, the chain of boxes and calls between

���
and SSC

�
is double-arrowed because it might have been

placed in either direction. It persists as long as the busy

episode of the device persists.
There are many ways of providing voice conferencing

and switching functions. A minimal, but complete, scheme
requires that the user be able to choose individual switched
calls and conferences. A voice conference is a set of
switched calls. Each switched call belongs to exactly one
conference; when it is created (placed or received) it is put
in a new singleton conference. Then only two user opera-
tions are needed:
1. select(f: conf), which connects the user’s voice chan-
nel to conference f, disconnecting it from any other voice
source/sink.
2. move(c: call, f: conf), which moves call c (within SSC)
from whichever conference it is in to conference f.

We have to choose between making SSC a device fea-
ture box, subscribed to by addresses of participating de-
vices, or a personal feature box, subscribed to by personal
addresses. This is not an easy choice.

The main advantage of making it a personal feature box
is that it will always be available to the person, from any
participating or non-participating device.

If subscribers to the system are expected to use a vari-
ety of different devices, then making SSC a device feature
box is even more advantageous. First, to provide a good
user interface, it needs to be designed with the device ca-
pabilities in mind. For example, on a voice-enabled PC
each switched call can have its own window, and there is
no real limit on how many of them the user can handle.
On a cellphone, on the other hand, it might be wise to pro-
hibit more than two simultaneous switched calls. This cus-
tomization can be provided by having different versions of
SSC subscribed to by different device types. If SSC were a
personal feature box, the same version would be used from
many devices, and it could not be customized in this way.

Second, this architecture preserves the integrity of
switched calls by means of close cooperation between the
interface box and the SSC box. If SSC were a personal
feature box, then every device interface would have to be
programmed for this particular kind of cooperation, which
seems a lot to ask in an allegedly modular and extensible
system. If only participating devices are expected to coop-
erate, then the difficulty of dealing with SSC as a personal
feature is less, but so are the advantages, since Switching
and Spontaneous Conferencing is available from partici-
pating devices in either case.

B.3 Behavioral Variations

The main variation in this feature concerns the user in-
terface. Designers have a great deal of latitude in the user-
controlled switching and conferencing operations, and in
the details of how a switched call is displayed to the user.
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Another behavioral variation concerns what happens to
other media, such as text. Conferencing of switched calls
can apply to all their media channels simultaneously, or
to voice alone. Since a user can easily handle multiple
simultaneous text conversations, it would make sense to
conference voice only, and (on a PC, at least) to display
the text channel of each switched call in its own window.
Conferencing of text could also be an optional function, or
an optional adjunct to voice conferencing.

It is easily possible to add a transfer function to this fea-
ture. Transfer applies to a conference; after a transfer, the
switched calls are still connected to each other, but are no
longer connected to the subscriber’s device. The defini-
tion of a transfer is trickier if some of the media are not
included in the conference.

C. Mail

C.1 Requirements

Voice mail originated with answering machines. Text
mail or E-mail has been gaining momentum since the early
days of the Internet. Although the history of text chat goes
back to the early days of timesharing operating systems,
it has had a recent surge of popularity in the form of in-
stant messaging. In this context it is convenient to refer to
telephony as voice chat.

Despite their disparate histories, these forms of telecom-
munication are closely related—in function, if not in im-
plementation. The only difference between voice chat and
text chat, and between voice mail and text mail, is the
medium employed. The primary difference between chat
and mail is that the former is real-time communication,
while the latter is buffered communication.

Surely one of the best possible uses of IP telecommuni-
cations is to unify these functions. By doing so, we should
be able to provide a smoother, richer, and more flexible
user experience. The unification should satisfy these re-
quirements:
1. Chat between two subscribers is always possible if both
people want it.
2. Mail between two subscribers is always possible if ei-
ther person wants it.
3. If two subscribers have capabilities for at least one com-
mon medium, then there is a way for them to communi-
cate.

The basic service (Section II) is chat, so mail must be
added as a feature.

C.2 Core Functions and Software Architecture

The Mail feature has two box types, both free:
Read/Send and Receive. Both device and personal ad-

dresses can have mail by subscribing to Read/Send in the
source zone and Receive in the target zone.

Mail is stored in the operational data of this feature, as
shown in Figure 6. As with the operational data of Loca-
tion and Identification, the mailbox is partitioned into ad-
dress slices, and only a box routed to on behalf of address� can access the mail of address � .

Receive

mail

Operational Data

Send x y

CBA

Read/

Fig. 6. Architecture of the Mail feature.

The key to understanding Figure 6 is that the three
chains of boxes and internal calls marked A, B, and C may
be present simultaneously or at different times. In the de-
fault situation (chat), the two feature boxes are transparent
and all three chains are present simultaneously.

A Receive box must be provisioned (also in the opera-
tional data) to accept messages in any medium for which
its subscriber has reading capability on some device.

To read mail, a subscriber places a call which will be
routed through Read/Send in the source zone. The sub-
scriber invokes the read function of this box, and opens
one or more media channels to this box. The subscriber
can then read his messages in all the current media. In this
mode of communication, only chain A is present.

Alternatively, the subscriber can invoke the send func-
tion of the Read/Send box, and open one or more media
channels. In this situation, with only chain A present, the
subscriber can store in his own mailbox a message to be
sent. The subscriber can disconnect A as soon as the mes-
sage is complete.

Once the subscriber has stored a message and ordered it
sent, the instance of Read/Send that stored the message is
responsible for delivering it to the target address. It places
an outgoing call to that address with a mail flag augment-
ing the setup signal. If the setup signal travels through the
usage to a Receive box, the Receive box will respond to
the flag. Instead of behaving transparently, it will make
no outgoing call. It will accept opening of any medium in
which it can accept messages, receive the stored message
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from Read/Send, and store it in the target’s mailbox. In
this mode of communication only chain B is present.

Perhaps the target address does not subscribe to Receive.
In this case no feature box in the usage will recognize the
mail flag, and the flag will be ignored. Call chain B will
be extended with call chain C, hopefully all the way to
a device, to which the message will be delivered. If the
B and C call chain does not succeed because the device
is not available or no one answers it, then the instance of
Read/Send responsible must retry periodically. Between
tries it sleeps, disconnected from all internal calls. The
instance cannot die until it has delivered the message for
which it is responsible.

If the caller wants to chat, then both feature boxes in
Figure 6 are initially transparent. However, an unavailable
or unanswered condition will trigger the Receive function,
which will accept opening of any media in which it can
accept messages, and use any open media channel to of-
fer to store mail for the target address. In this mode of
communication chains A and B are present.

Finally, a caller who originally wished to chat may
change his mind and want to send mail instead. He may
have chatted with someone already, been disconnected by
that person, and wish to send mail as an afterthought. Or
the attempt to chat may have failed, he may be currently re-
ceiving an offer of mail services from the callee’s Receive
box, and wish to use his own Mail feature instead.

In either case, he can invoke the send function of his
Read/Send box at this later stage. Read/Send tears down
any parts of B that may remain, leaving only A, and then
acts as it does when send is invoked initially.

C.3 Behavioral Variations

During chat, either box type can offer to store (record)
the conversation on behalf of its subscriber.

As part of its unanswered treatment, Receive can offer
a screening function. Instead of answering an incoming
call, the callee invokes this function. The media chan-
nel is opened all the way from the caller to the callee. At
the same time, Receive presents an unanswered indication
to the caller and offers to store a message. If the caller
has a message, Receive both stores it and allows it to pass
through to the callee. If the callee then requests a full con-
nection, Receive stops recording and connects the medium
in both directions.

In a multimedia system, more things can happen dur-
ing a customer call, and old concepts such as unanswered
must be defined anew. If a caller attempts to open channels
for two distinct media, and the callee only accepts one of
them, does Receive offer to store a message in the rejected
medium?

Singh and Schulzrinne suggest some additional varia-
tions [14]. A subscriber’s instance of a Receive box might
call him to notify him of the arrival of an important mes-
sage. A call might be reclaimed by a user who answers the
phone while a message is being recorded (this is a slight
variation on screening). It should be possible to record
multimedia messages with components in several media.

There is a wide range of variation in the user interface
for the Mail feature, particularly the user interface for re-
trieving stored mail. Although DFC includes all the facil-
ities necessary for describing how mail is stored and re-
trieved, it would also be possible to interface Read/Send
and Receive with an off-the-shelf mail server.

V. FEATURE INTERACTIONS

Since feature interactions are a by-product of feature
modularity and feature compositionality, their precise na-
ture depends on the feature-specification language and
feature-composition operator. Thus all interactions of our
three features are discussed in DFC terms.

DFC was designed specifically to minimize feature in-
teractions that are known to be undesirable, such as log-
ical inconsistencies and implementation conflicts. Com-
position of features in a less structured framework would
result in many more feature interactions than these, most
of them bad.

The following discussion is informal, focusing on inter-
actions that are known to occur, and on how they can be
managed within DFC. The formal basis for this work, em-
phasizing detection of potential feature interactions and its
relation to verification, is introduced elsewhere [2], [17],
[18].

A. Location and Identification

This feature has many interactions. Three of them are
straightforward and have already been handled by the fea-
ture architecture:
1. Since all outgoing calls placed by Loc have device ad-
dresses as targets, Loc would unconditionally cancel any
feature box placed after itself in the target zone of a per-
sonal address. This would be bad, and is prevented by
placing Loc last.
2. Loc generates unavailable signals upstream, which
other personal feature boxes might handle. For example, a
Delegate box might delegate (forward) the customer call to
another person. Or Receive might offer to store a message.
This beneficial feature interaction is supported by placing
Loc last in the target zone of a personal address, so signals
traveling upstream will pass through them.
3. Ident and Loc are intended to guard access to personal
feature boxes such as Read/Send and Receive. Their place-
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ment in usages puts them between personal feature boxes
and users, which is necessary for this desirable guarding
interaction to occur.

There is a particularly interesting feature interaction
in systems in which some users own personal addresses,
while others use device addresses as if they were per-
sonal addresses. If e is a device address used in this old-
fashioned way, it may subscribe to personal feature boxes
such as Read/Send, Receive, and Delegate. What happens
when a personal address is temporarily located at this de-
vice?

Consider, for example, a personal address q subscribing
to Receive and Loc in the target zone. Each incoming call
to q is retargeted by Loc to device e, which also subscribes
to Receive in the target zone. If no one at � answers the
call, then the unanswered condition will be handled by the
nearest unanswered treatment, which in this case will be
Receive

�
. This is definitely not the most desirable behav-

ior, as the mail belongs to q.

The general solution to this interaction problem is
shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 depicts a complex usage in-
volving device addresses � and � , and personal addresses� and � . Device � has placed two switched calls, one to �
and one to � . The switched call to � is retargeted to � , as
� is currently located at � . The switched call to � is iden-
tified as being placed by � , who is currently located at � .
This usage contains all boxes of all three features. All four
addresses use Mail, and therefore subscribe to Read/Send
in their source zones and Receive in their target zones.

On the source side, the feature boxes subscribed to by
device address d must be partitioned into device-oriented
boxes and personal boxes. The order of boxes in d’s source
zone must place device-oriented boxes first, followed by
Ident, followed by personal boxes.

The upper instance of Ident
�

in Figure 7 does not iden-
tify the user (presumably because the user did not ask
to be identified), and does not change the source address
it received. It is followed in the usage by Read/Send

�
.

The lower instance of Ident
�

identifies the user as � and
changes the source address it received. It is followed in
the usage by Read/Send � . On either path, there is exactly
one instance of the personal box Read/Send.

On the target side, the feature boxes subscribed to by de-
vice address e must also be partitioned into device-oriented
boxes and personal boxes. The order of boxes in e’s tar-
get zone must place personal boxes first, followed by L&I
Marker, followed by device-oriented boxes. L&I Marker
is another free box of the Location and Identification fea-
ture. It behaves transparently in all cases, and is present
specifically to solve this feature-interaction problem.

In the lower path of Figure 7, there is no retargeting,
and there are instances of all the boxes subscribed to by
� in the target zone. In the upper path Loc � retargets to
� . Loc � places its outgoing call as a special direct call to
address e. Because Loc and L&I Marker are both boxes of
the same feature, and therefore have the privilege of coop-
erating in this way, a DFC router routes the call directly to
L&I Marker

�
, bypassing the personal feature boxes sub-

scribed to by � . On either path, there is exactly one in-
stance of the personal box Receive.

In Figure 7, most of the arrows are dotted, indicating
that other feature boxes might be present there if the ap-
propriate addresses subscribe to them. The exception is
the direct call, which is intended specifically to avoid the
inclusion of other feature boxes.4

Finally, Location and Identification alters addresses, and
therefore interacts with many address-sensitive features.
For example, the Blocking feature consists of a free target-
zone feature box Blocking that rejects customer calls from
certain callers. The Callback Last feature has a free target-
zone box Log that logs the source of an incoming call in
operational data, and a free source-zone box Callback that
uses the last source as a target, if requested. Both of these
features can be affected by the fact that Ident can change
the source of a customer call from a device address to a
personal address. At least in these cases, the feature inter-
action is a good one, as a personal address is preferable for
both purposes.

B. Switching and Spontaneous Conferencing

The most important feature interactions have already
been handled by the feature architecture. Although
Switching and Spontaneous Conferencing is a powerful
feature, other features should not need to know about it
to work properly. The design of SSC, in preserving the in-
tegrity of switched calls, ensures that feature boxes on its
right (in the orientation of Figure 5) will work as expected
regardless of the presence of SSC.

There is still a question, however, about routing. With
respect to device d in Figure 5, some switched calls are
incoming and some are outgoing. Yet all share the linkage
between

���
and SSC

�
and whatever feature boxes might be

positioned there by routing. So, to preserve completely the
integrity of switched calls, any sequence of feature boxes
subscribed to by d in the target zone after SSC must be the
reverse of the sequence of feature boxes subscribed to by
d in the source zone before SSC.
�
If � were a device address that did not subscribe to any personal

boxes, then it would not subscribe to L&I Marker, either. In this case
the direct call would be routed to the first box in the target zone of � .
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Fig. 7. The three features together.

One feature box that fits perfectly between
���

and
SSC

�
, and obeys the routing restriction above, is Break-

In. Break-In is part of the Emergency Break-In feature,
which allows agencies authorized to handle emergencies
to connect immediately to a device at any time, regardless
of its state and features.

Figure 8 shows how this feature works. Normally
Break-In is completely transparent. In an emergency sit-
uation, someone makes a customer call to � with an Emer-
gency box in its source zone. The internal call placed by
the Emergency box is a direct call, so it goes directly to the
Break-In box. The Break-In box receives it and interrupts
whatever else is going on to connect the emergency caller
to

���
.

Emergency

Break−In d
SSC

d d

x

I

Fig. 8. The Emergency Break-In feature.

Note that the Break-In box needs no knowledge of the

special signaling arrangement between
���

and SSC
�

(see
Figure 5). From its perspective, the internal calls on its
right and left in Figure 8 are absolutely ordinary. Regard-
less of how many switched calls they are supporting, these
internal calls are interrupted as wholes.

The importance of switched calls is illustrated by adding
a transfer function to Location and Identification, as men-
tioned in Section IV-A.3 and pictured in Figure 9. Origi-
nally Ident

�
received the call marked A (and continued it to

the right), and had not yet placed the call marked B. Later
the owner of personal address p used Ident

�
to change his

location to � , and Ident
�

transferred the ongoing switched
call to

���
by placing B and tearing down A.

Ident

target = e

target = z

source = p

Ie

A

B

d

eSSC

d
SSC

source = z

L&I
Marker

e

dI

Fig. 9. The transfer function of Location and Identification.

B is a direct call to L&I Marker. This creates a switched
call at � having two targets and no source. However, pro-
vided that the switched call is past the setup phase (in
which source and target are asymmetric) and into a com-
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munication phase (in which source and target are symmet-
ric), the unusual configuration should cause no problems.

The point of Figure 9 is that the transfer is feasible be-
cause it is only operating on one switched call. There is
no confusing involvement with the other switched calls of
� or � , and there are no signaling limitations to prevent
Ident from performing this new function. Ident should en-
sure the success of the connection to � before tearing down
the connection to � , as SSC

�
might already be juggling its

maximum number of switched calls.

C. Mail

Many of Mail’s potential interactions are exemplified by
its interactions with Location and Identification, and have
already been discussed in Section V-A.

The Personal Directory feature maintains a list of per-
sonalized names and their associated addresses. Its target-
zone box, Personal Caller ID, uses the list to translate the
source address of an incoming customer call to a name
whenever possible. Its source-zone box, Personal Dialing,
uses the same list to provide speed dialing.

A reasonable target-zone sequence for an address sub-
scribing to all the personal feature boxes mentioned would
be: Personal Caller ID, Blocking, Receive, Delegate. If
the Delegate function is activated, it should supersede Re-
ceive as a failure treatment. Blocked customer calls should
not reach the Receive box, as they should not be allowed
to leave messages. All of Blocking, Receive, and Delegate
can use personalized names rather than addresses, if the
names are supplied from upstream by Personal Caller ID.

The function of Mail could be augmented incrementally
with a source-zone Mailing List box that is activated when
its incoming internal call has the mail flag set and the name
of a mailing list in the place of an address. Mailing List
takes a message from Read/Send as if it were a Receive
box, buffers it, and places one outgoing internal call for
each entry in the mailing list, delivering the message to
that address.

A reasonable source-zone sequence for an address sub-
scribing to all the personal feature boxes mentioned would
be: Read/Send, Mailing List, Personal Dialing. Mailing
List cannot do its job unless it comes after Read/Send. If
Personal Dialing follows Mailing List, then mailing lists
can have personalized names in them, which Personal Di-
aling will translate to addresses.

The mailing features also illustrate the limits of
switched calls. When an instance of Mailing List is active,
it receives one internal call corresponding to one switched
call, and places many internal calls. Further away from a
SSC box than a Mailing List box, switched calls have be-
come meaningless.

Hall describes eight other E-mail features within in a
DFC-like architecture, and analyzes their interactions [8].
Because of the close similarities between the two architec-
tures, these results apply to DFC as well.

D. Examples of Extensions

In Figure 7, bold letters mark regions of the usage where
additional feature boxes could be placed. To summarize
examples used throughout Section V, here is a list of re-
gions and feature boxes that could be placed there:
A Break-In
B Callback
D Mailing List, Personal Dialing
F Mailing List, Personal Dialing
G Personal Caller ID, Blocking
H Delegate
J Personal Caller ID, Blocking
K Delegate
L Log

Callback Last (Callback, Log) is a device feature be-
cause its semantics depends on the ordering of switched
calls at a particular device.

Regions B and L might also be the home of media-
choice features—features that help users negotiate on
which medium they will communicate. For example, a box
in region L, observing that a caller has attempted to open a
channel of a medium that device � does not support, could
signal to the caller which media � does support. Media-
choice features must be closely associated with devices
because their functions depend entirely on which media
their device supports.

VI. CONCLUSION

This architecture also handles additional complexity
that is not discussed here, for lack of space. There are
additional behavioral variations and feature interactions,
some of them quite interesting.

Nevertheless, there is enough detail to show the poten-
tial of the architecture. It reduces the designer’s overall
burden to a manageable level by minimizing his need to
discover new issues and interactions, by separating con-
cerns, and by solving some specific design problems al-
together. Furthermore, the ECLIPSE implementation of
DFC shows that real telecommunication systems can be
built in this way.
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